
Park Equipment Suggestions 

A.D.I.A. 
Maybe some kind of rock climbing wall 


B.V. 
Likes structure as is. Replace it with something similar.


Meredith 

A.M.L.D.R. 


H.L.B 
Something for adults too, like at Mooney's Bay, so that both kids and adults can get a workout 
at the same time!




H.L.B 
right, an adult playstructure doesn't seem to be part of their project but it doesn't hurt to 
express the need for more joint use facilities in our outdoor playgrounds both for families and 
for out aging population. At least, if the city hears it over and over, then they may consider 
eventually adding it one of the parks in our area.


Steve MacLean park had two playground options, then the public voted and the city went with 
the majority. Inverness also is relatively new and heavily used in case you wanted options to 
suggest to the city, although having different equipment than those parks may give families the 
option to have some varied in our neighborhood so it is different and fun for the kids. Too bad, 
though, it sounds like the city is keeping the structure for the older kids and only replacing the 
swings, play hut and an accessible bench. Maybe they can find funds elsewhere to add an 
adult structure or maybe they could consider a new project in the future.


L.P.L.  
I’m so happy to know that movement is happening with our beloved neighbourhood park!

I also agree with many of these wonderful suggestions!


Not entirely on topic but I know our family would love to see a splash pad as a future addition/
something my children dream of having so close!


B.V. 
Something similar for smaller kids to continue enjoying the park too! With a climbing wall would 
be great. A splash pad would also be fun




J.R. 

 


J.R.  
Like Meredith's pic too. Its for the right age group. Its a toddler 
structure that you're replacing not an older kids structure.




Y.P. 



M.F. 
My kids love this!!



